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Introduction

Motivation

Current approaches

• Multiple within-species variants coexist in microbiomes, which can have substantial variations in their gene contents.

• Within-species variations can lead to substantial phenotypic differences, and play important role in microbial 

adaptation across environments and host-microbiome interaction.

• Most strain-level analysis tools focus on identifying strain composition based on single nucleotide variants (SNVs).

• Current pangenome-based tool such as PanPhlAn only infers the gene content of dominant strain in a metagenomics 

sample.

Solution

• A method to simultaneously reconstruct the composition and gene contents of coexisting strains from metagenomic 

data.



Introduction

StrainPanDA (Strain-level Pangenome Decomposition Analysis)

Decomposition of the gene 

family abundance data matrix 

enables linked reconstruction of 

strain composition and gene 

content profile



Introduction

StrainPanDA workflow



Introduction

Study design

Application: longitudinal metagenomic datasets

Validation: synthetic mixtures of multiple strains

• E. coli strains: sequencing errors, sequencing depths, and background metagenomes

Benchmarking: strain analysis tools

• StrainEst, PStrain, PanPhlAn

• Other species: B. longum, C. difficile, E. faecalis, F. prausnitzii and P. copri.

• Infant gut microbiome (Bäckhed et al. 2015)

• Post-FMT gut microbiome (Kong et al. 2020)



Results

StrainPanDA allows accurate inference of strain composition

JSD: Jensen-Shannon divergence  



Results

StrainPanDA allows accurate inference of gene content profile

AUPRC: area under the Precision-Recall Curve



Results

Case study #1: succession of B. longum subspecies in infant gut microbiome

• Breastfeeding status change 

(discontinued or continued) was 

associated with the shift in B. longum 

subspecies.

B. longum subspecies



Results

Case study #1: succession of B. longum subspecies in infant gut 
microbiome

Gene content profiles reconstructed by StrainPanDA

Red: unique gene families of subspecies 1

• Distinct nutrient utilization genes among the subspecies

• Subspecies 1 had unique gene families (marked in red) that 

are key enzymes related to human milk oligosaccharides 

(HMOs)



Results

Case study #2: Crohn’s disease patients treated with FMT

B. ovatus subspecies

• Strain composition was individualized;

• Two subspecies had opposite 

correlation trends with the species and 

distinct enrichment patterns with FMT 

outcome;

• Subspecies 2 had more CAZy gene 

families and strain-specific virulence 

factor genes, which may contribute to 

its competitive advantage and 

association with post-FMT relapse.



Summary
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• StrainPanDA is a novel method that reconstructs the strain composition and gene contents with 

high accuracy and robustness, compared to state-of-the-art methods. 

• Linked reconstruction of strain composition and gene contents is crucial for understanding the 

relationship between microbial adaptation and strain-specific function.

Strain composition Strain gene content profile

• StrainPanDA is accessible from https://github.com/xbiome/StrainPanDA

https://doi.org/10.1002/imt2.41
https://github.com/xbiome/StrainPanDA
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